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REUNION:.. A'WORLD IN MINIATURE

This Brief Report was prepared by Dr. Andre
du Pisani, Research Director, who recently
visited the island to address a conference on
"Geopolitics and Geostrategy in the Southern
Hemisphere" at the University de la Reunion,
Universite Francaise de 1"Ocean Indian, the
university in Saint-Denis.

PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY

Reunion is a scenic volcanic island in the Indian Ocean, 2770km
off the east coast of South Africa. Mauritius lies some 190km to
the north-east and the Republic of Madagascar about 650km to the
west. The island is roughly oval in shape, being about 65km long
and up to 50km wide. The total land area is 2,512 sq.km (970 sq..
miles)

Volcanoes are located along a north-west to south-east angled
fault, with Pitan de la Fournaise rising to a height of
2,624m. The cones of the highest mountains rise to over 3,000m
and dominate the physical geography.

Forests cover the eastern slopes of the high mountains. The
mountains as well as the frequent summer cyclones make for
abundant rainfall (up to 6,000mm) which averages 4,714mm
annually in the uplands, and 686rnm at sea-level in the drier-
south-western part of the island.

The population of Reunion has, largely due to immigration, more
than doubled since the 1940s, reaching over 600,000 in 1990,
giving a very1'high population density of 230 per sq.km.

Roughly 52% of Reunion's population are under 20 years of age.
The ^ capital city of Saint-Denis has almost 200,000
inhabitants. Other major towns include Saint-Paul and
Saint-Pierre.



The population is of mixed origin. The majority is of French
extraction. There are also people of African, Indian (mostly
from Bengal) and Chinese descent. The principal divisions in
Reunion's population, however, are economic, rather than social
or ethnic. Members of the white immigrant population own more
than 40% of the total farm area under sugar cane and occupy the
higher positions in the local civil service. Indians and Chinese
dominate the retail trade on the island.

POLITICS

Reunion (formerly known as
occupation by France in 1654.

Bourbon) was uninhabited until its

Metropolitan Franca governed Reunion as a colony until 1946,
when, with certain other Caribbean territories, it received full
departmental status. Since 1946 it has been thus regarded as an
integral part of the Fifth Republic, with an administration
similar to those in the metropolitan departments. Five
representatives are sent to the National Assembly in Paris, and
three to the Senate. The island is administered by a General
Council, comprising 44 members, as well as a Regional
Council, comprising 45 members. The island is divided into four
districts, which in turn are subdivided into 24 towns. Each town
has a , Municipal Council, directly elected, and a mayor,
nominated from among the members of the Council.

The Judicial System is French, with two Tribunaux de grande
instance, one Cour d'assises, four Tribunaux d'instance,
two Tribunaux pour ' enfants and two Counseils de prid'hommes.
(Prefet de la Region)

The Prefect or Government Commissioner is Daniel Constantin.

Reunion administers the small and uninhabited Indian Ocean
islands of Bassas da India, Juan de Nova, Europa and the lies
Glorieuses, which are claimed by Madagascar, and Tromelin, which
is claimed ' by both Madagascar and Mauritius'1. In 1973 Reunion
became the principal ,base of French military forces in the
Indian Ocean. The strategic importance of Reunion to the 'French
has grown with the accession to independence of the Comoros in
1975 and of Djibouti in 1977.

In 1978, the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) called for the
independence of Reunion and condemned its occupation by a
'colonial power'. While there are two small left wing parties
that favour increased autonomy and full internal self-government

the Mouvement pour 1JIndependance de la Reunion (MIR) and
the Mouvement des Radicaux de Gauche (MRG) - few people on the
island advocate independence.

At elections held in September and October 1988 for the
44-member General Council, the Parti Communiste Reunionnais



(PCR) won nine and the Parti Socialiste (PS) four seats
respectively, while other leftist candidates won two seats. The
Union pour la Democratic Francais (UDF) - a centrist affiliate

secured six seats and other right-wing candidates took 19
(notably the France-Reunion-Avenir (FRA), the Rassemblement
pour la Republique (RPR) Gaullist party, and Front National
(FN) an extreme right-wing party. The RPR, which had previously
held 11 seats, won only four. Later in October, Eric Boyer, a
right-wing- • independent, was elected to succeed Legros as
President of the General Council.

In January 1986 France was admitted to the Indian Ocean
Commission (IOC),, by reason of its sovereignty over Reunion.

ECONOMY

The prevalent presence of French nationals makes for a
surprisingly advanced economy and a sophisticated cultural life.
In comparison with its sub-Saharan African neighbours, Reunion's
gross domestic product (GDP), measured at average 1936-88
prices, totalled US$2,320m., equivalent to US$4,100 per head. In
1987, largely due to increased French financial assistance, the
island experienced an economic growth rate of 9%. In December
1988 the French Government announced that a regional development
programme for the overseas departments would be implemented in
1989-1990. Reunion benefits mostly in the fields of education
and physical infrastructure.

The economy has traditionally been based on agriculture, which
employed 13.7% of the working population in 1986. Sugar cane is
the principal crop and has constituted the basis of the entire
economy for over a century. Roughly only 26% of the land area
can be cultivated because of volcanic activity. More than 70% of
the arable land is under sugar-
Geraniums, vetiver and ylang-ylang are cultivated for the
production of aromatic essences. Some vanilla is produced for
export in the south-east, and tobacco has been successfully
introduced. A variety of vegetables and fruits is grown, and the
island is partially self-sufficient in cattle, dairy produce and
pigs. Substantial food imports are necessary, however, to supply
the needs of the population.

Commercial fishing is another important source of income and
employment, particularly in the deep-sea sector.

The island has no mineral resources. The only impor:ant
industrial activity is the processing of sugar, which accounted
for 75% of export earnings in 1987-88, with rum making an
increasingly important contribution to exports. The other major
exports are tropical essences. Recently, special efforts have
been made to diversify the economy, and the local administration
has embarked upon programmes of capital expenditure to construct
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and Improve roads, port facilities, flood defences, schools and
the local university in the capital city, Saint-Denis.

.Trade is confined almost entirely to EEC countries, the franc
Zone, Madagascar and southern Africa. France is Reunion's major
trading partner, supplying more than 60% of imports and buying
71.4% of exports In 1987-88. The most important Imports are food
(rice, meat and dairy produce), machinery, cars, cement,
pharmaceutical and petroleum products (from Quatar), clothing
and footwear. There is a substantial trade deficit, partly
covered by France. South Africa Is Reunion's fourth biggest
trading partner and Is represented by a Consul.

Tourism is actively promoted. In 1988 Reunion received an EEC
loan to stimulate this sector. In 1988 almost 140,000 tourists
visited the island.

Unemployment (a seasonal activity following the sugar cane
harvest) has been the cause of major socio-economic hardship.
Unemployment is widely seen as being over 80,000 or 40% of the
total labour force. Fortunately, the rate of population growth
has declined markedly since. 1973 (thanks to rapid economic
development) from 3% p&r year to about J..B%;1 although the*
population density remains very high.

The Trench government has increased it Infraatructural spending
In Reunion, especially on Improvements to health services,
housing, electricity supply and communication facilities for
low-income families. In October 1986 the French government
launched a programme of economic reforms to enhance the islands
economic status by 1991. The programme Includes removal of
taxation from investments in all sectors of the economy for an
Initial period of 10 years. An Integrated Development Operation
(ID0) for the French overseas departments, started In 1979, is
to be continued, with 400mlllion French francs allocated to
Reunion over a five-year period. Reunion also benefits from
special economic assistance from the EEC and from arrangements
under the Lome Convention.

Reunion's immediate economic future continues to depend upon
metropolitan France's willingness to maintain both the direct
subsidies and the various benefits implicit In the island's
status as an departement of France- France's commitment to the
volcanic island runs deep, and this contributes towards making
Reunion a fascinating and complex world In miniature.
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